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EXERCISI
BOREDOM
If you're yawning through workouts, try these
tricks to kickstart motivation and get betterf
results, says Sabrina Rogers

Humans are
creatures of habit.
We easily fall into
routines - like
eating the same
lunch every day or
going through the
same motions at
the g y m - a n d
before we know it
we're in a rut. Not
only is your tired
training program
sapping motivation,
it's probably not
getting you the best
results. Before you
fall asleep on the
stationary bike, try
these simple ways
to reinvigorate
your workouts.

Shock tactics
for best results
If your workout routine consists of
20 minutes of cardio followed by
the same weight-lifting exercises
you've been performing since you

Download new tunes
A study by Brunei University in London found that music can boost exercise
endurance by 15 per cent. Moderate exercisers also said that listening t o
music changed the way they perceived the workout's level of difficulty. But
if you've had Lady Gaga's Born This Way on repeat for six months, you're
probably not getting the same adrenalin rush that made you pick up the
pace when you first heard it. When you hear a fun, fast-paced song, make
a note of it. Every three months, download all these songs and create a new
playlist. You'll have a new spring in your step next time you hit the gym.

joined the gym, it's safe to assume
that you're bored silly and just
going through the motions.
To get the best results from your
training and keep motivation levels
high, you have to mix it up and
shock your body. Try a Bikram yoga
class, or call the personal trainer

who does boot camp sessions at
your local oval. "Your body and
mind will love it because it's a new
experience, and with that comes
relief of boredom and a sense of
self-esteem,"says training manager
Kate Kraschnefski, from the
Australian Institute of Fitness.
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ENLIST A
TRAINING

BUY new

BUDDY

workout

When there's a bleary-eyed friend waiting
outside in her workout gear at 6am, it's
harder to hit the snooze button. Just
make sure you choose someone whose
levels of motivation and fitness are similar
to yours so you don't enable each other
to skip workouts. "Set strict rules, like you
can't cancel less than 24 hours before the
workout, and hold each other to them,"
advises Kraschnefski. "Selecting your
buddy carefully is really important."
Each week, map out your exercise plan
with your buddy. You don't always have to
train together, but share what your plans
are when you're apart. Follow up to make
sure you've both stuck to your programs.

There's nothing like a new
pair of running shoes or
workout gear to make you
feel excited about exercising.
Investing in lightweight
clothing that wicks sweat
away from your skin will
make your workout that
much more comfortable
and enjoyable."We'll spend
hundreds of dollars on a
dress or shoes we'll wear
once a month but we wear
training gear four or five
times a week, so make it
something you're excited to
get into,"says Kraschnefski.
Gadgets like a pedometer,
heart rate monitor or a
training app can also boost
motivation. You'll be able
to monitor your progress
and set goals based on
your accomplishments.

rainer

A personal trainer will assess
your goals, body type and
fitness level in order to tailor
a program to your needs
and get you maximum
results. They'll have you
doing exercises you'd never
dreamed existed and kick
you right out of that rut.
If cost is an issue, you only
need to see a trainer for two
or three sessions to obtain
an evaluation and a program
that you can follow for a few I
months. Another option is
i
outdoor group training
sessions like boxing or boot
camp - they're cheaper
because you're not getting
one-on-one attention, but
they can be just as effective.
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State your fitness goals on social
networking sites like Facebook
and Twitter - going public will
make you accountable and more
likely to stick to your training
plan. While you may ignore your
family and friends if they give
you a hard time for skipping
a workout, strangers can often
provide you with the extra
motivation you really need.
Twitter is a particularly
powerful motivational tool.
Create a new account and follow
only fitness-related media and

people. Tweet about your
workout plan every day - you'l
see that people frequently follow
up and ask how you went. You'll
think twice about skipping a
session if you know you'll have
to admit it publicly! The benefits
aren't just based on guilt - being
part of a fitness community can
be incredibly inspiring. You'll find
valuable information, support
and maybe even a mentor.
For motivational fitness tweets,
follow me on Twitter at www.
twitter.com/motivatetomove. '

